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Abstract—Landmark-based robot self-localization has recently garnered interest as a highly-compressive domain-invariant approach for performing visual place recognition (VPR) across domains (e.g., time of day, weather, and season). However, landmark-based self-localization can be an ill-posed problem for a passive observer (e.g., manual robot control), as many viewpoints may not provide an effective landmark view. In this study, we consider an active self-localization task by an active observer and present a novel reinforcement learning (RL)-based next-best-view (NBV) planner. Our contributions are as follows. (1) SIMBAD-based VPR: We formulate the problem of landmark-based compact scene description as SIMBAD (similarity-based pattern recognition) and further present its deep learning extension. (2) VPR-to-NBV knowledge transfer: We address the challenge of RL under uncertainty (i.e., active self-localization) by transferring the state recognition ability of VPR to the NBV. (3) NNQL-based NBV: We regard the available VPR as the experience database by adapting nearest-neighbor approximation of Q-learning (NNQL). The result shows an extremely compact data structure that compresses both the VPR and NBV into a single incremental inverted index. Experiments using the public NCLT dataset validated the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Landmark-based robot self-localization has recently garnered interest as a highly-compressive domain-invariant approach for performing visual place recognition (VPR) across domains (e.g., time of day, weather, season). In long-term cross-domain navigation [1]–[3], a robot vision must be able to recognize its location (i.e., self-localization) and the main objects [4] (i.e., landmarks) in the scene. This landmark-based self-localization problem presents two unique challenges. (1) Landmark selection: In the offline training stage, the robot must learn the main landmarks that represent the robot workspace in either a self-supervised or unsupervised manner [5]. (2) Next best view (NBV): In the online self-localization stage, the robot must determine the NBVs to re-identify as many spatially sparse landmarks as possible [6]. This study focuses on the NBV problem.

In landmark-based self-localization, the only available feature (Fig. 1) in each map/live scene $x$ is landmark $p_i (i \in [1,r])$ observed at signal strength $d(x, p_i)$ (i.e., landmark ID + intensity). This is in contrast to many existing self-localization frameworks that assume the availability of vectorial features for each map image. To address this issue, we formulate the landmark-based self-localization as similarity-based pattern recognition (SIMBAD) [7] and present its deep-learning extension. In pattern recognition, SIMBAD is a highly-compressive method to describe an object as its dissimilarities from $r$ prototypes (e.g., $r = 500$), which is particularly effective when traditional vectorial descriptions of objects are difficult to obtain or inefficient for learning. We adopt SIMBAD because of the following two reasons: (1) First, the landmark selection problem is analogous to and can be informed by the well-investigated problem of prototype selection or optimization [8]. (2) Second, many recent deep learning techniques can effectively measure the (dis)similarity between an object and prototypes [9], instead of directly describing an object. However, the deep learning extension of SIMBAD has not yet been sufficiently investigated, and hence is the main focus of our current study.

Most existing self-localization techniques reported hitherto assume a passive observer (e.g., manual robot control) and do not consider the issue of viewpoint planning or observer control. However, landmark-based self-localization can be an ill-posed problem for a passive observer, as many viewpoints may not provide an effective landmark view. Therefore, we aim to develop an active observer that can adapt its viewpoints, thereby avoiding non-salient scenes that provide no effective landmark view, or moving efficiently toward locations that are the most informative, to reduce sensing/computation costs. This is associated closely with the NBV problem investigated in machine vision studies [10]. However, in our cross-domain scenario, the NBV planner is trained and tested in different domains. The cost for retraining such an NBV planner that does not consider domain shifts is high in cross-domain scenarios, and we intend to address this issue in the current study.

Fig. 1. Motivation. Unlike existing approaches that maintain the model of an entire environment (left panel), we aim to maintain only a small fraction (i.e., landmark regions) of the robot workspace (right panel). Hence, the per-domain cost for retraining (change detection, map updating) is inherently low. However, self-localization with such spatially sparse landmarks can be an ill-posed problem for a passive observer, as many viewpoints may not provide an effective landmark view. Therefore, we considered an active observer and presented an active landmark-based self-localization framework.
In this study, we investigated an active landmark-based self-localization framework from a novel perspective of SIMBAD. Our primary contributions are threefold: (1) SIMBAD-based VPR: First, we present a landmark-based compact scene descriptor by introducing a deep-learning extension of SIMBAD. Our strategy is to describe each map/live scene \( x \) with dissimilarities \( \{d(x, p_i)\} \) from the prototypes (i.e., landmarks) \( \{p_i\}_{i=1}^{r} \) and further compress it into a length \( h \) (\( \ll r \)) list of ranked IDs (e.g., \( r = 500, h = 4 \)) of top-\( h \) most similar landmarks \( \{(v_1, \ldots, v_h)\mid d(x, p_{v_1}) < \cdots < d(x, p_{v_h})\} \), which can then be efficiently indexed using an inverted index. (2) VPR-to-NBV knowledge transfer: Second, we address the challenge of RL under uncertainty (i.e., active self-localization) by transferring the state recognition ability of VPR to the NBV. Our scheme is based on a recently developed method of reciprocal rank feature (RRF) [11], inspired by our previous works [11]–[13], which is effective for transfer learning [14] and information retrieval [15]. (3) NNQL-based NBV: Third, we regard the available VPR as the experience database by adapting nearest-neighbor Q-learning (NNQL) [16]. The result is an extremely compact data structure that compresses the VPR and NBV into a single incremental inverted index. Experiments using the public NCL T dataset validated the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

II. APPROACH

The active self-localization system aims to estimate the robot location on a prelearned route (Fig. 2). It iterates for each viewpoint, three main steps: scene description, (passive) self-localization, and NBV planning. The scene description describes an input map/live image \( x \) as its dissimilarities \( D(x, \cdot) \) from the predefined landmarks. The (passive) self-localization incorporates each perceptual/action measurement into the belief of the robot viewpoint. The NBV planning takes the scene descriptor \( x \) of a live image and determines the NBV action. In addition, three additional modules exist, i.e., landmark selection, mapping, and nearest-neighbor Q-learning, which operates offline to learn the prior knowledge ("landmarks," "map," and "Q-function") required for the above-mentioned three main modules. These individual modules are described in detail in the following subsections.

A. Landmark Model

The proposed landmark model can be explained as follows. Let \( R = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_r\} \) be a set of \( r \) predefined prototypes (i.e., landmarks). For a dissimilarity measure \( d \), which measures the dissimilarity between a prototype \( p \) and an input object \( x \), one may consider a new description based on the proximities to the set \( R \), as \( D(x, R) = \{d(x, p_1), d(x, p_2), \ldots, d(x, p_r)\} \). Here, \( D(x, R) \) is a data-dependent mapping \( D(\cdot, R): X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^r \) from a representation \( X \) to the dissimilarity space, defined by set \( R \). This is a vector space, in which each dimension corresponds to a dissimilarity \( D(\cdot, p_i) \) to the prototype from \( R \). A vector \( D(\cdot, p_i) \) of dissimilarities to the prototype \( p_i \) can be interpreted as a feature. It is noteworthy that even when no landmark is present in the input image, the proposed model still can describe the image as dissimilarities to the landmarks.

The advantage of this representation is its applicability to any method in dissimilarity spaces, including recent deep learning techniques. For example, \( d \) can be (1) a pairwise comparison network (e.g., deep Siamese [17]) that predicts the dissimilarity \( d(x, p) \) between \( p \) and \( x \), (2) a deep anomaly detection network (e.g., deep autoencoder [18]) that predicts the deviation \( d(x|p) \) of \( x \) from learned prototypes \( p \), (3) an object proposal network (e.g., feature pyramid network [19]) that predicts object bounding-boxes and class label \( d(p|x) \) (e.g., [20]), (4) an L2 distance \( |f(x) - f(p)| \) of deep feature \( f(\cdot) \) [21] between \( p \) and \( x \), as well as (5) any methods for dissimilarities \( d(p, x) \) including those for non-visual

---

Fig. 2. Active self-localization system. Online processing comprised three main stages: scene description, passive self-localization, and NBV planning. Offline processing comprised landmark selection, mapping, and NN Q-learning. Details of the scene description module are provided in Fig. 3. Details of the NN lookup module are provided in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Scene description module. First, the input query/landmark images are translated into vectorial features. Subsequently, the query feature is described by its dissimilarities from the landmark features. Next, the dissimilarity values are ranked to obtain a ranked list of top-\( h \) most similar landmarks. Finally, the proposed landmark ranking-based scene descriptor is obtained.
modalities (e.g., natural language). In the current study, the experimental system was based on (4) using NetVLAD [22] as the feature extraction network \( f(\cdot) \). We believe that this enables effective exploitation of the discriminative power of a deep neural network within SIMBAD.

B. Landmark Selection

The landmark selection is performed prior to the training/testing phase, in an independent “landmark domain”. Landmarks should be selected such that they are dissimilar to each other. This is because, if the dissimilarity \( d(p_i, p_j) \) is small for a prototype pair, \( d(x, p_i) \approx d(x, p_j) \) for other objects \( x \), then either \( p_i \) or \( p_j \) is a redundant prototype. Intuitively, an ideal clustering algorithm may identify good landmarks as cluster representatives. However, this clustering is NP-hard [23]. In practice, heuristics such as k-means algorithms are often used as alternatives. Moreover, the utility issue (e.g., [24]) complicates the problem, i.e., landmark visibility and other observation conditions (e.g., occlusions and field-of-views) must be considered to identify useful landmarks. For such landmark selection, only a heuristic approximate solution exists, i.e., no analytical solution exists [5].

In our study, we do not focus on the landmark selection method; instead, we propose a simple and effective method. Our solution comprises three procedures: (1) First, high-dimensional vectorial features \( X = \{x\} \) (i.e., NetVLAD) are extracted from individual candidate images. (2) Subsequently, each candidate image \( x \in X \) is scored by the dissimilarity \( \min_{x' \in X \setminus \{x\}} |x - x'| \) from its nearest neighbor over the other features. (3) Finally, all the candidate images are sorted in the descending order of the scores, and the top-\( r \) images are selected as the prototype landmarks. This approach offers two advantages. First, the selected landmarks are expected to be dissimilar to each other. In addition, the dissimilarity features \( D(\cdot, R) \) are expected to become accurate when the robot approaches a viewpoint with landmark view.

C. Self-localization

The (offline) mapping is performed prior to the self-localization tasks, in an independent “training domain”. It extracts a 4,096 dim NetVLAD image feature from each map image \( x \) and then translates it to an \( r \)-dim dissimilarity descriptor \( D(x, \cdot) \). Subsequently, it sorts the \( r \) elements of the descriptor in the ascending order and returns an ordered list of top-\( h \) ranked landmark IDs, which is our proposed \( h \)-dim scene descriptor (Fig. 3). With an inverted index, the map image’s ID is indexed by using its landmark ID and the rank value, as primary and secondary keys (Fig. 4).

The (online) self-localization is performed in a new “test domain”. It translates an input query image to a ranking-based descriptor. Subsequently, the inverted index is looked up using each landmark ID in the ordered list as a query. Hence, a short list of map images with a common landmark ID is obtained. Next, the relevance of a map image is evaluated as the inner product \( \langle v_{RFF}(q), v_{RFF}(m) \rangle \) of RRF between the query image \( q \) and each map image \( m \) in the short list. An RRF \( v_{RFF} \) is an \( r \)-dim \( h \)-hot vector whose \( i \)-th element is the reciprocal \( 1/v[i] \) of the rank value \( v[i] \) of the \( i \)-th landmark if \( v[i] \leq h \), or 0 otherwise. For more details regarding the RRF, please refer to [11].

During the active multi-view self-localization, the results of (passive) self-localization at each viewpoint are incrementally integrated by a particle filter (PF). PF is a computationally efficient implementation of a Bayes filter, and can address multimodal belief distributions [25]. In the PF-based inference system, the robot’s 1D location on the route prelearned in the training domain is regarded as the state. The PF system is initialized at the starting viewpoint of the robot. In the prediction stage, the particles are propagated through a dynamic model using the latest action of the robot. In the update stage, the likelihood models for the landmark observation are approximated by the RRF, and the weight of each \( k \)-th particle is updated as \( w_k \leftarrow w_k + v_{RFF}[u_k] \), where \( v_{RFF}[u_k] \) is the RRF element that corresponds to the hypothesized viewpoint \( u_k \). Other details are the same as that of the PF-based self-localization framework [25].

D. NBV Planning

The NBV planning task is formulated as an RL problem, in which a learning agent interacts with a stochastic environment. The interaction is modeled as a discrete-time discounted Markov decision process (MDP). A discounted MDP is a quintuple \( \langle S, A, P, R, \gamma \rangle \), where \( S \) and \( A \) are the set of states and actions, \( P \) the state transition distribution, \( R \) the reward function, and \( \gamma \in (0, 1) \) a discount factor (\( \gamma = 0.9 \)). We denote by \( P(\cdot|s, a) \) and \( R(s, a) \) the probability distribution over the next state and the immediate reward of performing action \( a \) at state \( s \), respectively.

A Markov policy is the distribution over the control actions for the state, in our case represented by the scene descriptor of a live image (i.e., \( s = x \)). The action-value function of a policy \( \pi \), denoted by \( Q^\pi : S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), is defined as the expected sum of discounted rewards that are encountered when policy \( \pi \) is executed. For an MDP, the goal is to identify a policy that yields the best possible values, \( Q^* = \sup_\pi Q^\pi, \forall (s, a) \in S \times A \).

![Fig. 4. Nearest neighbor scheme.](image)  
(1) Offline mapping stage: First, a map image is translated to a landmark ranking-based scene descriptor. Subsequently, the image ID is inserted into the inverted index entries that have common landmark IDs. (2) Online self-localization stage: First, a live image is translated into a landmark ranking-based scene descriptor. Next, a shortlist is obtained from the inverted index entries that have common landmark IDs, and then refined. Finally, the viewpoints or Q-values associated with the nearest neighbor states are obtained from the experience database, and then returned.
The implementation of the “Q-function” \( Q(\cdot, \cdot) \) as a computationally tractable function is a key issue. A naive implementation of the function \( Q(\cdot, \cdot) \) is to employ a two-dimensional table, which is indexed by a state-action pair \((s, a)\) and whose element is a Q-value [26]. However, this simple implementation presents several limitations. In particular, it requires a significant amount of memory space, proportional to the number and dimensionality of the state vectors, which are intractable in many applications including ours. An alternative approach is to use a deep neural network based approximation of the Q-table (e.g., DQN [27]), as in [28]. However, the DQN must be retrained for every new domain with a significant amount of space/time overhead. Herein, we present a new highly efficient NNQL-based approximation that reuses the existing inverted index (II-C) to approximate \( Q(\cdot, \cdot) \) with a small additional space cost.

Our approach is inspired by the recently developed nearest-neighbor approximation of the Q-function (Fig. 4) [16]. Specifically, the inverted index which was originally developed for VPR (II-C) is regarded as a compressed representation of visual experiences in the training domain. Recall that the inverted index aims to index map image ID using the landmark ID. Next, we now introduce a supplementary two-dimensional table called “experience database” that aims to index action-specific Q-values \( Q(s, \cdot) \) by map image ID. Subsequently, we approximate the Q-function by the NNQL [16]. The key difference between NNQL and the standard Q-learning is that the Q-value of an input state-action pair \((s, a)\) in the former is approximated by a set of Q-values that are associated with its \( k \) nearest neighbors \((k = 4)\). Next, we used the supplementary table to store the action-specific Q values \( Q(s, \cdot) \). Hence, the Q-function is approximated by \( |N(s|a)|^{-1} \sum_{s' \in N(s|a)} Q(s', a) \), where \( N(s|a) \) is the nearest neighbor of \((s, a)\) conditioned on a specified action \( a \). In fact, such an action-specific NNQL can be regarded as an instance of RL. For more details regarding NNQL, please refer to [16].

III. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm via self-localization tasks in a cross-season scenario.

Fig. 5. Experimental environments. The trajectories of the four datasets, “2012/1/22”, “2012/3/31”, “2012/8/4”, and “2012/11/17”, used in our experiments are visualized in green, purple, blue, and light-blue curves, respectively.
above was measured based on the averaged normalized rank (ANR). In the ANR, a subjective VPR is modeled as a ranking function that takes an input query image and assigns a rank value to each map image. Subsequently, the rank values for the ground-truth map images are computed, normalized by the number of map images, and averaged over all test queries, thereby yielding the ANR. A VPR system with high ANR performance can be regarded as having nearly perfect performance and high retrieval robustness [31], which is typically required in loop closing applications [32].

Four different scene descriptors based on NetVLAD were developed as the baseline/ablation methods: “brute-force”, “SIMBAD”, “bag-of-(most-similar-)landmarks”, and “RRF”. In “brute-force”, the map model is a nearest-neighbor search based on the L2 dissimilarity measure with NetVLAD of the query image, assuming that every map image is described by the NetVLAD feature. In the other three methods, the map model describes each map image by the dissimilarities with the $h$ most similar landmarks. More specifically, “bag-of-landmarks” assumes $h$-hot binary (0/1) similarity value, “SIMBAD” uses the $h$-hot L2 dissimilarity value, and “RRF” uses the $h$-hot RRF similarity value.

It is noteworthy that the three methods “SIMBAD”, “bag-of-landmarks”, and “RRF” require significantly lower time cost owing to the availability of efficient inverted index.

In terms of space cost, “bag-of-landmarks” is the most efficient, “RRF” and “SIMBAD” are slightly more expensive because they need to memorize the rank value for each map image, and “brute-force” is intractably expensive as it requires to memorize the high-dimensional map features.

Figure 6 shows ANR of single-view VPR tasks. As can be seen from Fig. 6 (a), the “brute-force” method shows very good recognition performance, but at the cost of high time/space cost for per-domain retraining. As we found in [11], NetVLAD’s utility as a dissimilarity-based feature vector is low. In this experiment, the method “SIMBAD” was about the same as “bag-of-landmarks” and had slightly lower performance. Compared with these two methods, the proposed method “RRF” had much higher performance. To summarize, the proposed method “RRF” achieves a good trade-off between time/space efficiency and recognition performance. In subsequent experiments, we will use this “RRF” as the default method for the passive self-localization module.

As can be seen from Fig. 6 (b), in the case where the rank list length (i.e., descriptor size) is very small (e.g., $h = 4$), the proposed method has a small performance drop, while the other two methods have as bad VPR performance as the chance method (i.e., ANR=50%).

Figure 7 demonstrates the performance of active self-localization. Note that each episode has a different number of valid observations, and long episodes do not always provide high performance. We plot the ANR performance for all test images (frames) on the graph in Fig. 7, regardless of how many episodes were observed. In the figure, “proposed” is the performance of NBV using NNQL trained using the RRF feature as a state vector. “baseline” is different from “proposed” only in that the action is randomly determined. “$a[m]^{(a\in[1,10])}$” is a naive strategy that repeats the same forward movement $a[m]$ at every viewpoint, independent of the RRFs. They often performed worse than the “proposed”, and to make the matters worse, which action is best is domain-dependent and cannot be known in advance. The characteristics that the higher the VPR performance, the better the active self-localization performance, is consistent with our recent studies dealing with other VPR methods (e.g., pole-landmark-based VPR [28], e.g., convolutional neural network -based VPR [33], and e.g., map-matching-based VPR [34]). It is noteworthy that the proposed method outperformed all the methods considered here, although the landmark-based VPR and NNQL-based NBV were compressed into a single incremental inverted index.

Finally, we also investigated the space/time performance. The inverted index consumes 15$h$-bit per map image. The main processes, extracting NetVLAD features, VPR, and NBV consumes 8.6 ms (GPU), 495.4 ms (CPU), and $7\times10^{-3}$ ms (CPU) per viewpoint (CPU: intel core i3-1115G4 3.00GHz). The most time consuming part is the scene description processing in VPR, which consumes 410 ms. The NBV is significantly fast, compared with the recent deep learning variants, thus the additional cost for the extension from the passive to active self-localization was little.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Herein, a new framework for active landmark-based self-localization for highly compressive applications (e.g., 40-bit image descriptor) was proposed. Unlike previous approaches of active self-localization, we assumed the main landmark objects as the only available model of the robot’s workspace (“map”), and proposed to describe each map/live scene as dissimilarities to these landmarks. Subsequently, a novel reciprocal rank feature-based VPR-to-NBV knowledge transfer was introduced to address the challenge of RL under uncertainty. Furthermore, an extremely compact data structure that compresses the VPR and NBV into a single incremental inverted index was presented. The proposed framework was experimentally verified using the public NCLT dataset.

Future work must investigate how to accelerate the (dis)similarity evaluator $d(\cdot, \cdot)$ while retaining the ability to discriminate between different levels of (dis)similarities. In the training phase, the evaluator is repeated for every viewpoint of every episode. Since the number of repetitions is very large (e.g., $10,000\times10\times500=5\times10^7$), efficiency of calculation is the key to suppress per-domain retraining.
Another direction for future research is compression of the proposed scene/state descriptor, towards extremely-compressive applications (e.g., [35]). Although the proposed ranking-based descriptor is the first compact (e.g., 40-bit) descriptor for the VPR-to-NBV applications, it is still uncompressed, i.e., it may be further compressed. Finally, our ongoing research topic is to incorporate various (dis)similarity evaluators into the proposed deep SIMBAD framework, including non-visual-based (dis)similarity evaluators (II-A).
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